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          The truth is, that we could do a better job than the Haggadah does to 

tell the story of the Exodus from Egypt. The Haggadah is a weird little book. 

Consider. It’s goal is to recall the Exodus from Egypt and tell the story but 

repeatedly goes on tangents. We start talking about Yetziat Mitzrayim and 

then end up talking about Laban, Jacob’s father-in-law, who, was worse 

than Pharoah, who has nothing to do with the Exodus. We begin talking 

about Egypt but end up discussing our ancestor Jacob who lived in Syria 

well to the north of Egypt. How does Elijah who lived a millennia after the 

Exodus get into there? We end up singing songs about who knows one 

“the dog that bit the cat that ate the goat.”? How exactly does all this add 

up to remembering the Exodus from Egypt? 

          A better job of remembering the Exodus is in chapter 12 of the Book 

of Exodus part of which we read this morning. Line by line it chronologically 

accounts for the enslavement sacrifice of the Korban Pesach and the 

yetziat mitzarayim. The answer to the discrepancy is the following. The 

Torah does a better job of memory. The Haggadah does a better job of 

imagination. Importantly, imagination sometimes makes the story stick 



better than memory. Memory at least says it is recalling the facts (even if it 

does not always). That is memory’s billing. Imagination does not even 

purport to be recalling the facts – to the contrary that is why it is called 

“imagination.” Some thoughts about memory contrasted with imagination. 

          The popular author Jonathan Safran Foer writes that “Jews have six 

senses. Touch, taste, sight, smell, hearing and memory. While Gentiles 

experience and process the world through the traditional senses”, for Jews 

memory is no less primary than the prick of a pin, or its silver glimmer, or 

the taste of the blood that pools from the finger. The Jew is pricked by a pin 

and remembers other pins. It is only by tracing the pin prick back to the 

other pin pricks – when his mother tried to fix his sleeve while his arm was 

still in it, when Abraham tested the knife point to be sure Isaac would feel 

no pain – that the Jew is able to know why it hurts. When a Jew encounters 

a pin, he asks “What does it remember like?” Memory is the sixth sense of 

the Jew.” I would at pesach add a seventh sense – imagination. 

Imagination is even better than memory. Imagination, not memory assures 

healthy living, Jewish continuity, and family strength. The Torah is only 

memory. The Haggadah is more helpfully imagination.  

          The Midrash in the Mekhlita senses of this difference between 

memory and imagination. Listen to how it says it 



“                                                                         ” - “And when your children 

ask you – Exodus 12 – “                                                                              ” - 

Israel was actually given bad news at that moment.” That ultimately in the 

future the Torah would be forgotten. (That is why the children are asking.) 

And say that Israel was given good news 

“                                                                 ” at that moment. That in the 

future they would see children and their grandchildren (asking about what 

was forgotten “Ki” is read that they would ask, not “if” they would ask. So 

good news and bad news. So failed memory but also imaginative 

imagination in one Midrash. 

          On the power of imagination, let me go back to the beginning of 

television. In my youth in Columbus, OH, our family was not wealthy like 

many of our neighbors (the Lazarus family, owners of Federated Dept. 

Store – Bloons – lived in a stone mansion across from our small house). 

But we were one of the first on my block to buy a black and white 

television. One of the early programs that we watched, and invited 

neighbors in, was called “Mr. I Magination” intended for toddlers. At 11 

years old I just loved to watch it. Indulge me for a moment as I sing the 

theme song “Mr. I Magination. The man with the magic reputation.” The 

host, Mr. I Magination (Paul Tripp) was dressed as a train engineer, 



gathered a group of children each week. Two child actors would be 

selected to ask about a career, occupation, activity. Tripp would than play a 

magic slide flute, he and the children would board a train, he was the 

conductor, and travel to Imagination Land. There they would meet a 

professional from each of the two areas for that week’s show; examples: a 

lion tamer; test pilot; a policeman. (I don’t remember a rabbi.) But Mr. I 

Magination brought toddlers and one 11 year old of early TV to the details 

and acquaintance with many real professions. Imagination introduced and 

sharpened reality. Let me sing it once again. Imagination, not memory. 

          Memory alone does not inspire. It informs. To remember the Exodus 

one only need the Torah and its account and matzoh, Pesach and Maror, 

like items on display in a museum. But along comes the Haggadah with 

more than memory – with vigorous imagination. The four cups of wine, the 

four questions, four children, haroeset, the embellishment of the number of 

Plaques: the dog that bit the cat that ate the goat. That imagination 

enhances and sharpens the memory and explains. So that we will transmit 

it to our children’s children’s children. It is imagination that guarantees 

continuity, not memory.  

          An example of popular culture of imagination being more critical than 

memory and then from our own lives. (I want to welcome my own son 



Julian and Meg and four grandchildren here this morning). I am quoting 

from an account of an activity that Julian did with his students at Princeton. 

Julian, (History Professor at Princeton), went with 48 students to Broadway 

to see “All the Way,” a play about former President Lyndon Johnson’s 

presidency starring “Breaking Bad” star Brian Cransten as Johnson. The 

group had a chance afterwards to discuss the play with several of the 

actors including Cransten. The memory of Johnson is clear in the course 

text books and original documents and recordings etc. from that era. But I 

was intrigued by the comment of one student among others Benjamin Liu, 

a student of 2015, who went to see the Play. He said he that the play 

helped him to understand better what he learned in class. And I am quoting 

Mr. Liu “The play presented the historical event in a different way than the 

lecture, where we just learned things,” Liu said. “We saw it happen – we 

didn’t really see it happen, but we saw how it might have happened. I 

thought it was a lot more concrete for me, so it definitely helped.” In other 

words, imagination was as helpful, if not more helpful, than the actual 

memory.  

          One more recent example of robust imagination. Did you read that 

Manischevitz Company was purchased by Sankaty Advisors, an arm of the 

private equity giant Bain Capital. Under its new owner, kosher will be 



revamped as a quality “control advantage”, not only a religious one. Mark 

Weinstein, the newly appointed chief executive of Manishevitz says, “It’s a 

pretty powerful certification to be kosher, because it means you’re holding 

your product to a very high standard. Why is that not applicable to people 

who don’t keep kosher?” I am glad Mr. Weinstein thinks this, but in an age 

of many non-salted, organic healthy produced TREF products, in stores like 

Whole Foods, I would rather stick to the religious and cultural reason for 

kashrut – to memory. Not vivid imagination, which in this instance may get 

kashrut in trouble! 

And what about our own lives? Think with me, if within you own family 

all you had was memory but no imagination. If all you did was tell the story, 

remember the events, the good and the bad, perhaps for about the persons 

who used to be at your seder, but are no longer present. Some facts about 

them bother not to remember!. More helpful is to embellish and recount and 

tell the nuances some of which may have actually happened and some not. 

Imagination trumps memory.  

          Or regarding our own presentation of self as we look in the mirror. 

Sure we all need the memory – the stark accuracy of who we are. Looking 

squarely at our good points and bad points. But what keeps us firm and 

determined and resolute in life is imagination not just the memory. The 



story about our presentation of self – to ourselves – in the best light. 

Memory is in the mirror. Imagination is the cosmetics we put on the mirror.  

          So yes, the Haggadah is a weird book. But it is a book that thankfully 

preserves the imagination of the Exodus from Egypt and not simply the 

memory. And it is that imagination which sharpens and refines our religion 

and its people, so that our children will ask about it. 


